Mobile Lead, Senior Frontend
Engineer
The Role
Currently working remotely
As the Senior Frontend Engineer you will have direct input on the architecture and strategy for the
modernisation of our platform. We need a Senior Frontend Engineer to work with our design, UX,
product, production and the content teams to develop user interface concepts, and
innovate/advocate the use of the latest technologies and technology trends with a focus on
performance, quality, reliability, and security. We need your experience as a Senior Frontend
Engineer to work collaboratively with our Sales, Marketing, Product and Engineering teams to
create a world-class customer experience, by writing clean, comprehensive and scalable code in
React Native. You will be predominantly working remotely with travel to London as and when
required.
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React Native.
Direct input on the architecture and strategy
Develop user interface concepts
Focus on performance, quality, reliability, and security
Ensure long-term solutions are pursued
Agile Scrum
Analyze app speed
Research, test and benchmark
Create well-organised code
Design and implement applications
Work collaboratively to create a world-class customer experience.

The Person
You will have a demonstrable understanding of JavaScript and a broad knowledge of the web
platform as a whole (HTTP, web performance, web security, frameworks). Your ability in semantic
markup with HTML5 and CSS3, and a good comprehension of at least one of: SCSS, SASS or
Styled-Components will be highly desirable from any application. If you have a good
understanding of iOS, Android SDK and development tools, and previous experience working
with version control (Git, Bitbucket, etc) we know that your work will be able to make a difference.
This role requires 6/7 Years developing front-end applications which must also incorporate 2/3+
Years experience using React Native. Your knowledge and experience of the release lifecycle on
TestFlight, App Store and Google Play Store will be essential to the position of the Snr Frontend
Engineer in our company. If you feel that you have the drive, energy, and enthusiasm outlined
coupled with the experience then we would appreciate it if you took the time out to apply.
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Understanding of JavaScript
(HTTP, web performance, web security, frameworks)
Ability in semantic markup with HTML5 and CSS3
Comprehension of at least one of: SCSS, SASS or Styled-Components.
Knowledge of iOS, Android SDK and development tools.
Release lifecycle on TestFlight, App Store and Google Play Store.
Debug and resolve cross-platform issues
REST APIs, microservices and offline storage
Grunt, Bower, Webpack
Engage in architectural discussions
Drive engineering practices
Agile development team (SCRUM, Kanban, etc)
TDD/BDD Experience
Version control (Git, Bitbucket, etc)
Excellent communication skills
Drive, energy, and enthusiasm
6/7 Years developing front-end applications
2/3+ Years experience using React Native

Desirable Knowledge
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Typescript
Node.js
Firebase
Passion for Edtech
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Benefits
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Private Healthcare
Company Pension Scheme
Childcare Voucher Scheme
Eyecare Voucher Scheme
Working from home (subject to line managers approval)
25 days annual leave PA
6 Personal Development Days PA
6 Volunteering Days PA
4pm Friday finish
Dedicated Wellness Manager to help you achieve an optimal state of health and
wellbeing while reaching personal and professional growth
Variety of clubs and activities (incl Run Club and Games Night to name a couple)
Competitive basic salary

The Company
At Circus Street we are passionate about creating an inclusive and diverse working culture that
puts it's people at the heart of it’s business. A culture that supports employees in both their
professional and personal development, creating a fast paced, entrepreneurial and supportive
environment where all employees can thrive.
We are a training organisation that builds digital and data capability for the world’s leading
brands. We use storytelling, award winning visual media and interactivity to create a highly
effective and engaging learning experience that is delivered exclusively online. The learning
programs we develop equip teams with the tools and knowledge to work more effectively with
colleagues, partners and customers and creates real business impact.
Circus Street is delivering dynamic customised global learning programs to more than 200
‘Fortune 500’ brands around the world, to populations ranging from 1,000-100,000+ users. The
business focus is on maintaining it’s edge in the continuously evolving digital age, driving
exponential growth and global expansion.
Circus Street was founded in 2009 in our London head office, and now employs more than 100
people across our global sites in New York, Austin, Singapore and Sydney.
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